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brief description is ti-ren of the present state
-
of development and of the performance characteris-
tics of the instruments included in each =woup. The
items considered under performance include sensi-
tivity (associated with aircraft needs), scale errors,
effects of temperature and pressure, effects of acd-
eration and vibration, time lag, damping, leaks, elastic
defects, and friction. The vie-ivpoint wiU h that of
the maximum demand which may be made on the
instruments. ‘Where pmsible the trend of present
development work will be given.
In 192S the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Depart-
ment, initiated changes in the dimensions of instru-
ment caaes .W as to standardize on two sizes. AIti-
meters~air-speed indicators, and tachometers are no-iv
provided with 2~~-inch dials and can be mounted
interchangeably with but minor modMcations of the
instrument panel. Engine thermometers, fuel and
oil pre.sure gauges are provided with l~&inch dials
and can also be mounted interchangeably. Th=e
sizes -were adopted after consideration of the design
of the mechanism and of the accuracy with which
rarious scales ccdd be read. The new sizes are more
economical of space, take up an area which is roughly
equivalent to the corresponding vertical-scale instru-
ment and simplify the layout and construction of in-
strument boards. Instruments such as turn indicators?
fuel quantity gauges, fuel flow meters, rate-of-cIimb
indicators, air logs, and clocks can also be mounted
interchan=mably -with the first group of instruments
named abo~e.
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The discussion of the dkd sizes would not be com-
plete without mentioning the great stimulus gi}wn to
their adoption by the instrument section of the Army
and Navy Standardization Conference, held in Feb-
ruary, 1929, at the h’aval Aircraft Factory. At this
conference of manufacturers and interested Govern-
ment representatives an agreement was reached which
practically insures the universal adoption of the new
smaII-dial instruments. The new sizes were adopted
as standard by the Society of Automotive Engineers
in August, 1929.
Vertical-scale instruments are not used to any great
extent commercially. Se-reral -rerticaI-scale instru-
ments have been adopted as standard equipment in
the United States Army Air Corps, notably povier
plant instruments and air-speed indicators. The Bu-
reau of Aeronautics of the Navy no longer specifies
vertical-scale instruments for use in new aircraft.
Such instruments conserve space on the instrument
board, particularly when compared with the old large
size dials. The type is generally more expensive and
the performance is usually inferior to the round dial
instrument. The latter point is not of import ante in
many cases in which the performance adequately
meets requirements. .
Flight test instruments are receiting wider ritten-
tion. (Reference 45.) The data usually required in
measuring the performance of aircraft in flight are as
follows :
(1) Free-air pressure.
(2) Free-air temperature.
(3) Engge speed.
(4) Air speed.
(5) FueI consumption.
The technique employed in securing these data varies
greatly, and may be classified as foHows:
(a) The use of photographically recording instru-
ments>as exemplified by the flight research work at
the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory of
the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
@) The dummy+bserver method in which a set
of indicating instruments is periodically photo-
~~aphed.
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(c) The observation of indicating instruments by
the pilot.
(d) The use of a combination of record~~ and in-
dicating instruments.
Method (d) is in generaI use by the military serv-
ices. Methods (a) and (b) are technically fully as
satisfactory and in addition eliminate the personal
element. In flight testing, consideration must also
be given to the cost of the instruments, the ease of
installing and testing, and the inherent accuracy of
the instruments commercially available.
1. SPEED INSTRUMENTS
Speed instruments include those for measuring the
speed of the aircraft relative to the air, known as
air-speed instruments, and those for measuring
ground speed. Air-speed instruments divide into two
classes,the differential-pr~e type and the true air-
speed meters.
Dij$erentti-presmre azhpeed metei%—These in-
struments operate on the differential pressure devel-
oped either by Pltot-static, Venturi or Pitot-Venturi
tubes, The Pitot static instrument.is now almost ex-
clusively manufactured in this country, superseding
the Pitot-Venturi type which was formerly preferred.
The instrument has a twofold function, to measure
air speed and to indicate the stalling speed. The in-
dicator is calibrated in terms of air speed at a stand-
ard density of the air. In order to obtain the actual
air speed at other densities a correction must be ap-
plied to the readings. The reading of the indicator,
corrected for instrumental errors, but uncorrected for
cleviations in air density from the standard value, is
called the “ indicated” air speed. Stalling at all
altitudes occurs at the same vaIue of the indicated.
speed.
. The performance of the. indicators as now made
by severrd manufacturers meets all ordinary require-
ments. The size of dial and the length of scale are
such that the instruments can be easily read to about
1 knot or 1 mile per hour, these units being one-
fifth of a scale division. Errors arising from elastic
defects such as drift, hysteresis, etc., are ordinarily
not greater than 1 to 2 miles per hour. The drift
in five hours amounts to, roughly, one-half per cent of
the reading. The effects of-seasoning and of cwer-
pressure 50 per cent beyond the range of the instru-
ment have been reduced by the manufacturers so as
to be well below an average of 1 mile per hour.
Changes in temperature from + 45° to –30° C. muse
a change in reading varying from 1 to 11/2per cent in
individual instruments. Greater changes due to tem-
perature have been found in some instruments but
the values given are for instruments of the best
quality, made in quantity production.
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The performance of the Pitot-static tube is, under
present conditions of installation, far from being as
satisfactory as that of the indicators, due to the difFi-
culty in finding a location for the Pitot-shatic opcH-
ina= in a position free from structural interference
effects. The Pitot tube is now usually mounted either
on a strut or on the leading edge of the wing of mono-
phmes. On strut mountings the openings are usually
but a few inches from the place of suppqrt; when
mounted on the leading edge of the wing the openings
are .usuaIly carried forward or upward from 21/2 to
4 feet. & a result, the readings are often in error,
~cpecially at 10TVspeeds, the error depending upon the
partictiar installation. The. indications at low speeds
are usually below the true values. The best posit ion
for tie tube remains to be determined. The eflect of
structural interference is even more of a problem on
monoplanes where the Pitot-static nozzle must be
attached to the wing. One wny of meeting the clifli-
culty is to calibrate the installed instrument over a
speed course. The corrections at essentialpoints, such
as stalling speed, can then be permanently marked
on the indicator.
In flight testing of aircraft, the air speed is held -m
constant during a given maneuver. The use of an
indicating instrument does not therefore add measur-
ably to the amount of recording done by the pilo~ In
the flight tests conducted by the milittiry organiza-
tions, the air-speed indicator on the airplane is used. ‘-
It is calibrated over a speed course by observing the
time required to fly the airplane up and down the
:ourse at a constant indicated air speed. The air-
plane is flown low, so that the air density is su~t~ln-
tially that at the field meteorological station.
Air-speed recorders of the Pitot-sttitic type are -”
ivailable commercially and are of value in flight tcst-
ng in providing a check on the piloting, thus aiding
in forming an estimate of the trustworthincas of the
?iight data. If the recorder is to be wd to measure
Teeds accurately, it–must also be calibrated over a
jpeed co~se Or its equivalent.
An auxiliary calibrating instrument is useful in
ueasuring air speed during flight tests. In its usual ~
form the measuring head of the instrument is sus-
?ended by a cable some distance below the airplane
ind is provided with vanes to keep the head oriented
:orrectly. Two types of head have been used for this
?urpose: (a) Static (with Pitut tube mounted on the
~irplane) or Pitot-static tube, (lJ) propeller -with
:ommutatoro The suspended static head is in gen-
:ral use for experimental pnrposes abroad. The SUS-
~ended Pitot-static tube is used by the Langley
Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory for flight testing, .-
md by the Pioneer Instrument Co. to calibrate air-
qy.ed indicators at low speeds. Some experimental
work has been done on the propeller type of instru- ‘“”
.
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ment at the Bureau of Standarik, using the commuta-
tor-condenser principle of the suspended-head air-
speed meters now in use on lighter-than-air craft.
(References 1 and 2.)
True air-speed meter8.-Air-speed indruments with
rotating surfaces, such as Robinson cups or a propeller,
give readings independent of the density of the air,
and are lmovcn as true air-speed meters. Inshments
of this type are preferred on airships because they are
especially suited for the measurement of riir speeds
in the lower speed ranges.
An instrument used by the United States Navy on
airships is that lmown as the commutator-condm=er
type, in which a condenser is alternately charged and
discharged, in the latter case through an ammeter,
the rate being governed by the propeller trailing in
the air. The number of discharges per second deter-
mines the reading of the ammeter, which can thus be
calibrated in terms of air speed. (Reference l.)
When a lmowleclge of true air speed is required in
wlclition to the indicated air speed, attention shouId be
directed to the possibility of obtaining this data with
one instrument. The true and indicated air speed
differ by a factor depending on the air density. The
latter may be assumed with sutlicientaccuracy in most
cases to be that of the standard atmosphere at the indi-
cated altitude. The Pitot-static tube instrument may
consequently be provided with a manually-operated
adjustment in the mexhanism so that either true or
indicated air speed can be indicated at will. The ad-
justment ser~es to control the multiplication of the
mechanism of the indicator. h experimental model
of an instrument of this tid has been developed for
the Bureau of Aeronautics of the h’av-y by the Bureau
of Standarck, -which shows the idea to be practicable.
Ground speed.—In ground-speed measurements, as
carried out at present, it is nec~cary that the ground
sha~ be -risibk The methods used (in the few cases
where ground speed is measured) follow:
(a) The wind-star method.
@) Traverse method.
(c) Optical method.
(a) The wind-star method of measuring ground
speed has been_adopted as standard by the Bureau
of Aeronautics ‘of the fi’avy. This method does not
require a kno-wledge of the tapeline altitude, but it
rmcessitatesfl-ying widely off course for a short time}
or in the modified form, flying at tvo speeds. This
method is part of the procedure for the determination
of the headi~~ of the aircraft and is therefore de-
scribed under Navigation Instruments. It requires
a minimum of apparatus and
amount of computation, provided
is determined at the same time.
a relatively small
the course headi~~
(b) The tra-mmemethod is ~ery often ussd in meas-
uring ground speed. The tra~erse instrument con-
sists of two parallel wires attached to the aircraft,
together with a rotatable sighting telescope or eye-
piece. The correction for altitude is made by a linear
motion of either the eyepiece (or telescope) or one
of the wires. An object is sQhted under one of the
wires and the time required for it to come under
the second -wire is measured. The time interval, the
constants of the apparatus, and the altitude are suffi-
cient to determine the ground speed. The method is
dependent on a lmowledge of the tapeIine altitude
above the ground, -which constitutes a serious Imitat-
ion in its usefulness
(c) The optical metho?l depends on neutraIiz@m the
apparent.speed of some object on the agroundby means
of a rotating reflector or refractor. The rate of rota-
tion of the reflector or refractor is proportional to
the ratio of the ground speed to the s,It.itude of the
airplane above the observed object. An instrument
of the refractor type suggested by bderson was built
for the United States &my Air Corps by the Bureau
of Standards about six years ago. From this experi-
ence it appears that an instrument either of the re-
flector or the refractor type can be made mechanically
satisfactory and at the same time can be so designed
as to require no computation by the pilot. This
method is also dependent on the tapeline altitud~ An
error of 5 per cent in the altitude measurement intro-
duces an equal error in the groundqeed determina-
tion.
Ground-speed instruments which do not depend on
the viability of the ground have been proposed. (See
Reference 5.) There has been no recent progress in
their development.
2. ALTITUDELYSTRUWNTS
This class of instruments includes the following:
Aneroid aItimeter.
Barograph.
Absolute altimeter.
Rate-of-climb meter.
Free-air thermometer%
The latter instrument is included here for want
of a better chsscation.
A.h%m..efer,anewid type.—l%e performmce of this
type of altimeter has been improved ,remarkably in
the hst few- years. The accuracy of the best com-
mercial instruments (quantity production) is now
superior to that of any instrument on the market in
1926. The usefulness of altimeters now appears to
be limited by the inherent defects of the barometric
method of measuring altitude rather than by instru-
mental difficulties. b recently as six or se~en years
Dgo,reports were common that an ahneter set to zero
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before a flight would indicate an altitude of 200 or 30C
feet on landing. This after effect, as determined by
the customary laborat.-my test, is now of the order
of 20 to 40 feet for good instruments and approxi-
mately zero for the best instruments. The maximum
elastic hysteresis has been found to be as low as 0.1
per cemt of the range (20,000 or 35,000 feet) -with
values not exceeding 0.8 per cent for a fair proportion
of the instruments tested.
Altimeters are usually compensated for temperature
at one pressure (760 millimeters of mercury). The
compensation can be made as complete as desired but
the cost may be increased.
The change in scale value of the instrument with
temperature, as determined ‘by calibration or scale
error tests made at two temperatures, appears to de-
pend on the design of the pressure element as well
as on the effect of temperature on the elastic moduli
of the pressure-element materials. Ten years ago the
tolerance for the change in scale value was 5 per cent
for a 50° C. change in temperature, compared with
about 3 per cent now. Most of the instruments rang-
ing up to 35,000 feet which have a low elastic hyster-
esis have changes in scale value which do not exceed
1.5 per cent, which is entirely accounted for by the
changes in the elastic moduli with temperature.
There are two errors which are important in using
the aneroid altimeter for landing purposes. These
are drift (creep ) and secular error.
The secular error is the change in reading with
time when the instrument is subjected to a constant
pressure of approximately 760 millimeters of mercury.
In instruments of good quality the secular error is
attributable mairdy to the gradual release of internal
stresses in the pressure element and in the bimetallic
strip, Secular errors may be eliminated or minimized
by suitable artificial seasoning. In instruments of
poor quality, drift may also be an important factor.
It is weIl known that both the drift and secular
error of instruments made 10 years ago were rather
large. An instrument of that period was considered
“ good “ if the drift did not exceed 200 feet in 5
hours at an nltitude of 20,000 feet. The Bureau of
Stwdards is now studying the drift and secular error
-of selected instruments supplied by several manufac-
turers. It has been found that the drift has been re-
duced in some cases to about 50 feet in 5 hours at
15,000 feet and the change in correction (secular er-
ror) at room temperature is less than 100 feet in 15
months.
Sensitive altimeters are useful in indicating small
changes in altitude when attempting to fly level or in
landing during poor visibility. Instruments with a
pointer motion of one revolution per 1,000 feet and
a range of 20,000 feet are being made by several man-
ufacturers. The first instrument of this type was
developed by the matiriel division of tha Army Air
Corps. One manufacturer has recently reduced t.hc
size of the sensitive altimeter so as to use a 2S~-inch
dial, at the same time securing a performance about
equal to that of the best service altimeter. At present
these altimeters have an over-all accuracy of 50 feet
in level flight and readily indicate changes of 10 feet
in altitude. When used for landing, the hat of these
instruments will indicate altitudes near zero wi[h an
accuracy of-the order of 20 feet under mostrenditions
of use, providing that all known instrumental cor-
rections are applied and proper adjustment is mnde
for the effect of changes in ground-level air pressure.
This estimate is the resuIt of a laboratory invcstiga-
tion and of course requires verificn,tion by means of
flight tests.
In many airplanes, particularly those having in-
closed cabins, it is necessary to make the case of t.hc
altimeter air-tight and to connect it to a static tube
mounted in the free air stream in order to eliminate
the effect of pressure differences between the cabin m-d
the free air,
A desirable feature in nltimetem used to indicate
le-rel flight is to have the pointer horizontal at the
required altitude, so that deviations in altitude arc
shown by an up-and-down motion of the pointer.
Two instruments with this feature are now available.
One has a pointer called the tendency pointer which
moves vertically upward or dovimvard from the level
flight position for an increase or decrease in the alti-
tude at which level tight is desired. This instru-
ment also indicates the altitude on an altitude dial,
the reading of which is controlled by a setting knob,
As designed the adjustment of the setting knob con-
hmls t.1le force exerted by a spring on the diaphr~gm
:apsules. The tendency pointer is connected to the
Iiaphragm capsules through a mechanism so that the-
indication of level flight is associated with one definite
Mlection of the diaphragm, In practice the altitude
iial is adjusted when at a desired flying altitude so thtit
~.hetendency pointer indicates a balance of the air prcs-
mrg_and the spring teusion acting on the diaplmgm
xtpsules. The altitude is then given on the altitudc-
iial and deviations therefrom indicated by the tend-
mcy pointer. The instrument is bulky and hns the dc-
Eectthat the altitude indicator is about four tire= as
xmsitive as the tendency pointer. The tendency
pointer has a motion of about 1 inch for n t.obd
fltitude range of 800 feet, while the pointer of the
z~b-inch dial sensitive altimeter described nbove
moves6 inches for the same change in altitude.
The other Ievel flight aItimeter is nn adaphdion of-
:he round dial sensitive uhimeter to indicate in n
;imilar way, This is done by arrnnging the nwch-
mism (including the pointer) so that it may be ro-
:ated with reference to the case. When the desired
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ffying level is reached the mechanism is rotated so
that the pointer is horizontal.
Baragraphg.—In the fight testing of aircraft the
air pressure is recorded against time by use of a baro-
graph. One manufacturer in this country makes an
instrument in -which the pen trwrerses a 5-inch chart
twice for the prem-me range, thus giviqg an equiva-
lent chart length of 10 inches. The performance of
the instrument is in general satisfactory if reasonable
care is taken in its use. Laboratory tests she-w that
eIastic defects such as hysteresis and after effect are
about as low m for high-quaIity indicating instru-
ments and that the change in scale value usnmlly
amounts to less than 2 per cent of the change in
reading for a temperature change of 50° C. A slight
diwontinuity (which can be allowed for) exists in
the time-pressure record at the reversirug point of
the pen. Present practice is to have the record made
on a smoked-paper chart by a metaI stylus. The record
may be “ fixed” by a mixture of cobdion and py-
roxyIin lacquer solvent without changing the dimen-
sions of the chart.
It may be advantageous in some cases to make the
case of the barograph air-tight and connect it to a
static tube mounted in the free air stream. This
would eliminate the effect of any diilerence betvmen
the pressure in the cockpit and that in the free air.
Other methods of recording the air pressure include
(,1) the photographic recording of the deflection of
a pressure capsuIe, as is done at the Langley Memorial
Aeronautical Laboratory, and (2) the use of a” dummy
observer,” by means of which periodic photographs
are secured of the indications of an aneroid barometer
and other instruments.
Absolute a7tim.eter.-Instruments -whichindicate the
tdtitude of the aircraft with respect to the ~ground
over which it is fly@ at the time, are usually called
ubsolute altimeters. Three types of instrument are
under development; (a) the capacity aItimeter, (5)
the radio altimeter and (c) the sonic altimeter.
(a) The capacity altimeter has been developed in
this country maidy by the Bureau of Standards, the
Army Air Corps, and the Bureau of Aeronautics of
the ITavy Department. See reference 6 for the pres-
ent Statw Two insuIated conduct?ms. usually flat
metal plates, are mounted beneath the &plane. The
electrical capacity between these plates varies with the
distance of the airplane from the ground. Above 100
feet the variation with altitude is not perceptible.
From 100 feet down the altitude may be read directly
on an indicating instrument. A zero adjustment must
be made at an altitude above 100 feet each time the
instrument is put into operation. The indication is
then continuous and for a reasonable length of time
the apparatus needs no further attention. On ac-
mmt of the limitation of its range to the sma~ height
~f 100 feet, the device has not proved useful in prmc-
:ice.
(b) Absolute a.hmetersof the radio type are under
development. (References 7, 34 and 4L) One of
these (Reference 7) depends on the interference be-
tween radio wares emitted from tie airplane with
waves reflected from the ground. The apparatus
is understood to measure altitude up to 1,500 feet.
h addition to givkg swaleindications, the instrument
can be designed to warn the atiator of his approach
within 200 feet of the ground by successive.Iyfiashi~~-
green, amber, and red lights, the latter appearing at
50 feet above the ground. More de-relopment work
appears necessary. The devices described in the sec-
tion below on Fog Flying Instruments also have some
application as altimetem.
(c) Sonic altimeters depend for their indication
upon the measurement of the time required for a sound
emittd at the aircraft to be reflected from the ground
and to return to the aircraft. The only instrument
which thus far has reached the test stage is that of
Behm. (References 8 and 46.) “An instrument of his
desi=gnforma part of the equipment of the Graf Ze~
petim h airplanes the noise of the eqzjne may be ex-
pected to interfere with its operation. The Daniel
G~ug~efi Fmd for the Promotion of Aeronautics
is supporting research in the de-mlopment of a SQnic
altimeter, and a~otments have been made to the Uni-
versi~ of California and to the University of Delft,
Holland. (Reference 34.)
Rate-of-climb 2h.4ficatcm.-An accurate instrument
of this type could be used advantageously in the
flight testing of airplanes to measure the rate of climb.
The present indirect procedure is to use a barograph
or an aneroid barometer and a timepiece. The in-
strument would also be useful in the ordinary opera-
tion of aircrafi in many cases. Recent experience
with rate-of -climb indicators of the capillary-tube
type has shown that they can not be used for accurate
measurement in airplan=. Temperature effects and
excessive time lag are the chief difficulties.
The rate-of-climb indicator is now being used by
many pilots as a nti instrument to give an indication
of deviation from le-ie.l flight. It is superior to the
usual liquid type fore-and-aft inclinometer because its
indications are independent of accelerations and angle
of attack. On the other hand, errors arising from a
rate of climb below the sensitivity of the instrument
are cumulat.i~e as regards altitude changes and can
only be detected by use of the altimeter. The instru-
ment is inherently delicate since it operates on very
small differential pmsures, the maximum pointer de-
flection in sensitive instruments be@ produced by
differential pressures of the order of 1 inch of
Rater.
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The climb indicator is often equipped with a valve
for closing the capillary tube, thereby converting the
instrument into an extremely sensitive aneroid stato-
scope for use as an aid in flying at a constant presure
level. Changes in the temperature of the entrapped
air are minimized by the use of a vacuum-jacketed
container. A change of 1° C. is equivahmt to a change
in altitude of 100 feet. Measurements by the Pioneer
Instrument Co. indicate that-when a vacuum-jacketed
container is used, a change in the external temperature
of 12° C. does not-produce an error of more than 16
feet in altitude dtiring a time interval of 30 minutes.
See section on Instruments for Aerial Photography.
A rate-of-dwcent meter of the hot-wire type has
been developed for flight research work abroad (Ref-
erence 10), but because of its bulk appears to be useful
ordy for research purposesi
Sensitive rate-of-climb indicators of the capillary-
leak type have been found useful in the navigation
of airships. The design of ~heinstrument differs from
that for airphmas in that a U-tube manometer con-
taining a liquid of low density is used to measure the
differential pressure. A vacuum-jacketed bottle is
used as the air chamber.
Free-air temperature.-Free-air t.amperatures are
measured in the flight testing of aircraft and in special
investigations, such as meteorological studies and the
formation of ice on aircraft. In flight testing free-
air temperatures me now usually observed on a strut
thermometer, owing to the lack of a satisfactory re-
corder. The thermometers are of the liquid-in-glass
type with a very open scale and are being supplied by
several manufacturers. Except in one respect the in-
struments are meeting requirements. The unsatisfac-
tory aspect is the thermal lag of the thermometers.
The thermal lag for well-designed instruments with
small bulbs, when exposed in an air stream of 100
miles per hour at normal density, is given for various
rates of climb in the following table:
To mee~ the flight-testing requirements of the
Langley Memorial ~eronaut&d Laboratory and the
Bureau of Aeronautics, an eIectric resistance ther-
mometer with low thermal lag has recently been de-
veloped by the Bureau of Standards, The instrument
is based upon the principle of the unbalanced Whets-
tone bridge. The indicating instrument and battery
(thermally insulated) are Iocated in the cockpit; and
the resistance coil forming the temperature eIement=
is mounted on a strut. (Reference 45.)
The ideal method of measurement from the iligM-
test viewpoint would be to record the air pressure
and temperature on the same chart. Practical con-
siderations limit the design to an instrument with
the recorder in the cockpit and the temperature ele-
ment suitably exposed on a wing or strut. At prcscnt-
the oniy practical temperature element seems to I.)c
a liquid-filled system similar to an aircraft engine
thermometer. Such an element has excessive lag an(l
is troublesome to install. The present strut ther-
mometers are preferable. A distant element thermo-
graph with electrical transmission offers greater pos-
sibilities in the way of small thermal lag, recording
at a distance, and ease of installation, bub no elechic
recorder suittdie for routine use in aircraft is now
available.
A thermometer for general service use now seems
desirable to many pilots as an aid in avoiding condi-
tions favorable for the formation of ice. An instru-
ment which indicates in the cockpit is essential sim’e
poor visibil.ity would otherwise prevent observations
b~g made, A distinhindimting liquid-611edinstru-
ment is oflered by one manufacturer for this pur-
pose, The instrument as designed has an excessive line
error. An electric resistance thermometer of the type
mentioned above may be suitable, but it requires an
occasional adjustment of the voltage.
Ii—considering the instrumental indication of con-
ditions favorable to the formation of. ice, it should
be lmrne in mind that humidity is a factor of equal
importance with free-air temperate. A satisfactory
method of distant indication of relative humidity for
use on airplanes is not uvailble nt the present time..
3. NAVIGATIONINSTRUIWINTS
These instruments are used for maintaining the
proper direction of fligh~ the normal flying attitude,
and for determining the position of the aircraft. A
list of such instrument.sinclud-
Mttgnetic compass&
Induction compases.
Directive rad~obeacon.
Radio marker beacons.
Radio direction ilnders.
Turn indicators.
Gyroscopic instruments (other than turn indicators).
Inclinometers.
Drift sights.
Sextants.
Chronometers.
Course and position computing devices.
—
Air logs.
clocks.
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When the airway is charted and the ground is tis-
ible, air navigation is reduced to its simplest elements.
The normal attitude of the airplane can be maint-
ained without instruments. The direction of flight
is held true by US@ instruments but is checked by
landmarks. The landmarks at the same time give the
position. & an auxiliary, dead reckoning is fre-
quently used to determine the position between land-
marks, but it is less accurate in air than in marine
natigationa largely ow-ing to the great effect of the
wind. The present pro=wam of marlchqgon the roofs
of buildings the town name, the meridian, and the
distance and direction to the nearest airport is eti-
dence of the importance of the visual method of direc-
tion and position 5rding. Visual beacons on airways
enable a course to be foIlowed at night and the position
to be determined. .
In transoceanic tights the position of the aircraft
has been determined by the astronomical method used
in marine navi=@ion. The method of computation
has been simp1i6ed in order to adapt it to aeronautics;
but it is nec@ary to provide an artifwial horizon.
Ile precision of the measurements is less than on
ships at sea, owing to the greater instability and speed
of the aircraft.
When the ground is not visible the di3iculties of
navigation increase enormonsdy. Without guidance
from the ground, the normal fly~m attitude must be
maintained solely by instruments, the course is un-
certain owing to the drift which can not be meas-
ured, and the position is u.nlmown. Obstacles must
be cleared by flying at what appears to be a safe
altitude. This picture of the difiicrdty of navigation
is modified when the directive radiobeacon is a-mil-
able to fk the course and the radio marker beacon
to determine the position. The possibilitiw of radio
aids in making hmdings during poor visibility are
discussed in the section on I?og Flyirg Instruments.
Xagnetic c&mpa8&?.-The preseht &nerican prac-
tice restricts the function of the magnetic compass to
that of indicating direction whea flying a straight
course. X70 reliance is placed on it vihile maki.nfg
turns or -whiIeits card is in motion. The turn indi-
cator is M to indicate deviations from straight
flight and is thus associated with the compass in
maintaining straight flight or in resuming it after a
turn.
In the pas~ much effort has been expended upon
ma=~etic compaases in an efiort to have them operate
so that a course may be maintained in blind flying,
but without complete success. The indication can not
be relied upon during turns. However, the effort has
led to the development of a number of types of com-
passes, the extremes of which are represented by the
original Campbell-Bennett aperiodic instrument and
the present short-period compasses. The latter type
is favored.
The damping liquid now in use is varnolene or
mineral spirits -which freezes at a temperature below
–40° C!.and has a viscosity -which increases not more
than five times when the temperature is decreased
from +30 to –30° C. (See Reference 12 for fur-
ther data on this and other damping liquids.) It is
comparatively low in price and easiIy obtained. Pro-
vision must be made for the expansion of the liquid
and alm for preventi~o leakage when the compass is
subjected to either low atmospheric pressures or high
temperatures (+ 45° C.). This problem must be met
in the d&.signof each type of instrument and presents
no unsolved ditliculties.
Most of the troubks with the ma=gneticcompaes
arise from the conditions connected with its u.s.sin
aircraft. (See Reference 29.) The eflect of vibra-
tion is serious in many installations. Practically all
compa-s are provided with antivibration mountings
but these are often indicient -when the compass is
installed in a convenient reading position. At- the
present time the satisfactory insttiation of the com-
pass from the Standpoht of vibration is an individual
problem for each type of airphne.
AU electric circuits and ekwtricaI instruments in-
stalled in the aircraft are a source of possible mag-
netic disturbance. E-mry effort should be made to
keep these circuits as far from the compass as pos-
eible, and the two wires forming the circuit should
be hid together in a single cable or twisted together
throughout their length. Electrical instruments
should be mounted in iron or steel cases so as to be
ma=~etically shielded. Another source of ma=gnetic
disturbance is the engine and the structural steel
parts of the airplane itself. There is some etidence
that the magnetization of the steel and iron parts
changes in a manner depending on the preceding
orientation of the airplane with rwpect to the mag-
netic meridian. This condition when present makes
the compass unreliable because it is impossible to com-
pensate for it. Attention is called to the need of
investigating the changes in the xna=gneticconditions
on airplanes in so far as they affect the accuracy of
compasses. Ikperience indicat= that if the dev-ia-
tions of the compass are large, changes dur@ flight
are Iikely to occur.
Induction cmnpames.-The induction compass has
three primary advantages over the ma=gneticcompass.
(a) The inductor element can be placed in a posi-
tion which is relatively free from the magnetic etkts
due to the engine and its related parts.
(b) It is a nuJ.I-reading instrument and shows a -
deflection only vvhen the airplane is off the coume.
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(c) An inductor element may have more than one
indicator. This permits a navigator to set a new
course which is promptly indicated to the pilot by
the off-course position of his indicator.
It shares with the maegueticcompass the foIlowing
disadvantages:
(a) In all cases the inductor ekunent must be com-
pensated similarly to the magnetic compass.
(b) If the fuselage is of steel, complete protection
from magnetic disturbances is not secured.
The disadvantages of the induction compa= as com-
pared with the magnetic compms are its greater
weight and greater mechanical complication. Faulty
operation may occur owing to trouble with the brushes
and the course-setting device, and from the effect of
vibration on the relatively fragile indicator now used.
A recent advance has been the adoption of a constant-
speed wind-driven propeller for turning the inductor
element. The cost of the induction compass is about
~gh~ to ~in times that of the magnetic compass.
The induction compass manufactured by the Pio-
neer Instrument Co. is based on setting the brushes
by means of a mechanical connection extending from
the course setter in front of the navigator to the
inductor element. In the Heyl-Briggs instrument,
the inductor element is connected with the course
setter and indicator by an electric circuit. The null
reading is secured by meam of a b~dge.
The General Electric laboratories have recenffy de-
veloped a new induction compass (References 14, 35,
and 41) utilizi~~ special alloys of high permeability
in the magnetic circuit. The armature, which is spher-
ical and which has the comparatively small weight
of 4 ounces, is connected directly to a small wind-
driven impeller. The magnetically sensitive element
is stabilized instead of the armature as in other types,
which is achieved by means of a damped short-period
pendulum. Carbon brushes are used. A course set-
ter is used in same way as in the Pioneer type except
that- the magnetic element is rotated instead of the
brushes. The total vwight of the installation is 12
pounds.
A distant-indicating ma=metic compass known as
the telecompass has been developed by the German
instrument firm Askania-Werke A. G. & in the
induction compass, a course setter arid an indicator
we located on the instrument board and the compass
Iilay be installed in the rear part of the fusdage.
The indicator consists of a differential pressure gauge
which is operated by a Venturi tube and controlled
by the magnetic element of the compass, so that when
the correct course is flown the differential pressure
is zero. (For details see Reference 28.) No resuhk
of either laboratory or flight tests in this country are
at present available.
Dimcz%ve radi.&acon.-The directive mdiobeacon
:radio range) provides a means for keeping an air-
!raft on its proper course during poor visibility. This
:an not be done -withthe magnetic compass, owing to
he uncertainty of the drift which can not be mem.urccl.
Whenused to mark a fixed course, the directive ra(~io.
]eacon is called a radio range, by analogy with the
‘ange lights used to mark a marine channel. The radio
‘eceiving equipment on the aircraft used to rccei-m the
)eacon signaIsmay be equipped with either an aural or
Tisualindicator, the latter being preferable. The visual
iype consists of t-ivo tuned reeds which vibrate with
qual amplitude -whenon the course and unequal anlpli-
;ude when off. (References 9, 15, 16, 32, 36, and 44.)
Me airways equipped with tlm directive radiobca-
:ons in 1929 require the use of the aural type indi-
:ator. (References 31 and 37.) When aural rcccp-
\ionis used, a dot-dash and a dash-dot me t.ransmittwl
]0 as to be received as a long dash when on the course;
md when off the course as a si5ma1in which either the
:Iot-dash or dash-dot predominates. At present the
range of the directive radiobeacon is from 125 to
200 miles, and its directional beam has a width of
ibout- 2°. .
Radw mrkw hzeom.-lt may also be desirable
to know the position on the course marked by a radio
directive beacon. This is determined by means of
the radio marker beacon, which is a low-power radio
transmitter. These are placed at intervals along the
airway, each transmitter emitting a characteristic sig-
nal which when picked up by the aircraft indicates
its position on the airway.
Radio direction @a?ers.-The position and the
course of an aircraft may be also determined by means
of radio direction finders. This system is used quite
extensively in Europe and to a limited cxhmt in the
United States -whereit is being replaced by the direc-
tive radio beacon. In operation, each of two or more
radio stations when requested obtain a bearing, by
means of a directional receiver, on the aircraft trans-
rnitting the radio signals. These bearings fix the
position which is transmitted to the navigator of the -
aircraft. Knowledge of the course is obtained if
the position is determined at intervals.
Turn &zdzkaior.-This instrument contains a small
gyroscope so mounted that its spin axis is horizontui
and at right angks ta the longitudinal axis of the
airplane. The gyroscope is free to precesa about all
ati parWel to the longitudinal axis of the airplane,
but this motion is constrained by a spring. The direc-
tion of precession and the angular motion against the
restoring torque of the spring are shown by the mo-
tion of a pointer. The gyroscope is usually wind
driven, although an electrically driven instrument is
available. The indication of the wind-driven instru-
—
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ment is qualitative because the speed of the gyroscope
dependa on the air speed. In the lower speed ranges
of airships, the wind-driven instrument lacks sensi-
tivity. In airplane navigation the instrument is used
principally to indicate a departure from straight
tight. The rate of turn appears to be of secondary
importance, (See Reference 18 for description of
iustrumentaof the latest type.)
The specifications of the Army and Navy require a
giwm sensitivity when the gyroscope is driven by air
at a stated pressure. A uniform sensitivity is prob-
ably not desirable in all casas inasmuch as the maneu-
verability and speed of airplanes vary widely. To
provide a basis for determining the proper sensitivity,
flight testahave recently been carried out using instru-
ments of different sensitivity and damping.
Current miIitary specifications do not require tests
of turn indicators at low temperatures. A recent se-
ries of tests at the Bureau of Standards on a few in-
struments showed a wide variation in the operating
characteristics of the instruments when subjected to a
temperature of about – 30° C. The cause -wastraced
by the manufacturer to the freezing of the lubricant
in some of the instruments. At present a lubricant
with a pour point of –40° C. is being used.
Turn meters (as distina~ished from turn indicators)
are used in free-flight investigations and also on air-
ships. The electrically driven instrument permits
close speed reg-dation and consequently may be cali-
brated to show rate of turn.
Gyroscofn-c inshwn.ents (other than turn hc?ica-
tors) .—The problem of maintaining the normal flying
attitude and direction of an airpkme during poor visi-
bility has led to studies of the suitabihty of .~roscopic
instruments for such purposes. The outstanding
problem is that of securing an indication of the hori-
zon. The Sperry Gyroscope Company has recently
de~eloped an instrument for this purpose -which shows
deviations from the horizontal phme in both roll and
I:itch. Two instrumds of German make are also
uvailable which indicate the deviation of the aircraft
from the horizontal in roil but not in pitch. These
are known as the Anachiitz Horizont and the
Gyrorector.
The Amachiitz Horizont dependa for ita indication
upon an electrically-driven gyroscope mounted with
its spin axis vertical and with two degrees of freedom
The gyroscope is slightiy pendulous and therefore is
affected by accelerations. The gimbal to -which the
pointer is attached is restrained from deflecting more
than about 55° from the horizontal. The instrument
is equipped with a bank indicator consisti~mof a ring-
shaped glass tube, half ~ed with Iiquid, and weighs
15 pounds together with its gencxator. It has been
little used in this country.
The Gyrorector consists of a gyro eknent, a sepa-
ate bank indicator and a fore-and-aft inclinometer.
me gyro element indicates the lateral horizon in
traight flightand during turns. For a good diacus-
ion of the instrument see Reference 22. Its might
!omplete is about 35 pounds.
A free wo has recently been constructed by the
Jperry Gyroscope CG. for the Guggenheim Fund
vhich indicates the a@e of turn of an airplane. The
nstrument is for use in making turna incident to land-
ng dur@ poor vMbiIity, and replaces the present
:ompa= and turn indicator for this particular pur-
?ose. A period of straight fight of the order of 30
;econda is needed after making a turn before the indi-
xdion of the ma=gueticcompass can be relied upon.
[n changing the direction of a course in order to make
i landing this period of uncertainty was found to be
:roul.desome,leading to the desire for an instrument
tith 1sss time lag. The new angle-of-turn meter is
n effect an inertia instrument, holding its orient&-
;ion in .~ace -while the Eirplane is turning. It is
>perated for a short time only and at other times the
zy-oscope is kept locked to prevent the precession
which -would otherwise occur. It may be mentioned
iere that the gyroscopic compass is not suitable for
@Janes, but that one recently developed in Ger-
many for use on airships is installed on the Graf
Zeppelin.
The precession of a .ggoscope due to rotation of
hheaircraft can be used as an indication of the rota-
tion of aircraft. The turn indicator, ahwady de-
scribed, and a pitch indicator are examples. This
pitch indicator consists of a gyoscopic element ro-
tating about an axis parallel to the fore-and-aft axis
of the airplane and free to precesa about the vertical
axis, and of a penduhun free to swing in the fore-
rmd-aft. direction. The penchdurn and gyroscope are
mechanically coupkd so that motion of the pendulum
ahio involves precession of the 50 and vice -rersa.
The desi=guis such that the indication is controlled
by the precession of the gyroscope -when the angle
of inclination is chanatig, and by the pendulum when
the inclination is constant. The effect of fore-and-
aft accelerations are minimized by this desi=gnas con-
trasted with that of a simple pendulum of equal
sensitivity.
Lateral incZimetera.—The lateral inclinometer or
barking indicator now in favor consists of a steel
baU in a curved glass tube -which is filled with a
damping liquid. Experiments on the use of balls of
glass and noncorrosive metals are now being con-
ducted. The instrument is ordinarily attached to
the turn indicator to form a combined turn-and-bank
indicator. Its function is to indicate the proper angle
of bank in a turn and to indicate wing up or wing
down in straight flight.
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The Bureau of Aeronautics spscifies the perform-
ance of inclinometers and not the damping liquid or
the ball and tube clearance. Until quite recently a
1~-inch ball has been used, but in the opinion of pilots
this is too smaIl and a &-inch ball with a tolerance of
minus ~-inch is now specified.
Difficulty was experienced in fiding a satisfactory
damping liquid. The requirements are that (1) when
the inclinometer is vibrated the damping must be
Sufficient at all temperatures ( – 35° C. to +45° C.)
to prevent the ball from climbing up the tube and (2)
the damping must not be excessive at – 35° C, If the
damping is satisfactory at about +25° C, it will in all
probability be satisfactory at temperatures up to
-145° C. Laboratory testsshow that when the under-
dampeit inclinometer is vibrated the bail bounces and
spins, which often causes the ball to climb up the
tube and give a false indication.
Tests have shown that the inclinometers with rela-
tively large clearance between the ball and the tube
lwhave best under vibration. When the ball diameter
was reduced to three-eighths inch, maintaining the
other dimensions unchanged, it -was found that in
addition to better performance under vibration, a
liquid could be used which had a kinematic viscosity
at – 35° C. ten to fifteen times that at -1-30° C.
This has largely eliminated the difficulties in secur-
ing a satisfactory inclinometer.
Fore-and-aft ind&0nm%r8.-Two instruments are
available for the measurement of fore-and-aft inclina-
tion with reference to a horizontal plane, one a liquid
manometer and the other a combined ~qroscope and
~endulum instrument. The latter is discussed in the
section on Gyroscopic Instruments.
The liquid-type instrument consists of a closed-cir-
cuit tube manometer with its long dimension placed
from-and-aft. The instrument also indicates fore-and-
aft accelerations which are indistinguishable from
inclination, so that this type of instrument is of little
value. It is reliable only if the flight path is linear
and the speed is constant, and these conditions must be
established independently.
The chief value of a pitch indicator or fore-and-aft
inclinometer is to assist in maintaining level flight,
for which sensitivity is essential. Instruments other
than inclinometers are usually employed for this pur-
pose, such as (a) the rate-of-climb indicator, (b) the
combinated air-speed meter and tachometer, (c) the
gyroscopic artMcial horizon, or (d) a sw~tive ~ti.
meter,
Methodg of determining the cow8e.—The proper
heading of the airplane in most of the flying on estab-
lished airways is determined by the landmarks fa-
miliar to the pilot., without the need of measuring the.
drift, With the advent of the directive radiobeacon
and the constantly improving meteorological service
in furnishing data on winds at flying levels, the need
for drift measurement in order to determine the
course is becoming less. This relieves the navigator
or pilot of a computation or a graphical construction
which in its simplest form is a burden.
In “flying over strange country, without the aid of
a serviced airway, and especirtllyover bodies ofwater,
the course may be determined by one of three general
methods. (See Reference 3,)
A. By means of separate instruments the drift and
ground speed are measured and the indicated air
speed noted, all while on a definite course. By refer-
ence to suitable charts the true air speed is evaluatd.
The tiind velocity can be graphically determined from
the drift, ground speed, and true air speed. By an-
other graphical construction in which the known ele-
ments are the air speed, wind speed, and the angle
between the desired course and the wind direction,
the drift angle when on the desired course is de-
termined. A simple”addition or subtraction then gives
the proper compass heading.
B. Wind star mAhod,—The drift angle is measured
for two different compass headings, the air speed re-
maining constant, or in a modified form, for one com-
pass heading and two air speeds. These two clrift
angles, together with the air speeds and compass lwad-
ings are sufficient to determine the wind velocity. If
a graphical method is used to measum the drift, in
which the drift lines are drawn directly on a chnr[.
following the -windstar method as described by Whn-
peris (Reference 3 or 4), or the modified form dis-
cussed by Lonnquest (Reference 43), one additional
Linegives the wind velocity. This is a neat solution
and reduces the necessary graphs to a minimum, but
other considerations may not psrmitits use. If this
graphical method is not used, the computation may
be made by a course and distance computer ~r other
suitable apparatus. The proper compass course
heading can now be determined graphically in the
manner outlined in method A. The graph which
determines the drift while on the proper heading
gives the ground speed, which can be read off directly
by use of a suitable scale.
C. This method involves no computation or graphi-
cal consideration. Neither the wind speed nor the
ground speed is determined. It merely affords a rough-
and-reaily method for determining the proper cmn-
pass-co&se heading. The pilot flieson a course which
is believed to be correct. The drift is measured. The
course is adjusted in accordance with the result of
the drift measurement. The drift angle is ngflin,de-
termined and the coursa again adjusted if- necessary.
It will be seen that methods A and B arc correct
in principle and that there is little to choose between
them as to the amount of computation. Method A
involves the use of an independent ground-spmd indi-
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cater. At the present time such an instrument must
be of the type in which the true altitude of the plane
above the sighted object enters as a factor in the
computation of the ground speed. The result is there-
fore subject to an error proportional to the uncertainty
in the altitude measurement. Since the latter is large,
method B is at present preferable.
Method C has the merit of requiring only a drift
meter and no computations. This feature has ap-
pealed to many transoceanic navigators. The course
thus determined is not in error, but if ground speed
is also desired, method B is preferable.
Drift sights.-AU drift indicators consist essentially
of a reference line fixed to the aircraft, a movable
sighting tine (wires, cross hairs, etc.) and a suitably
graduated circle for measuring the angle between
them. Objects are sighted on the ground, in some
cases through an optical system, with the movable
line also in the field of view. The movable line is
adjusted until the sighted objects have no apparent
motion at right angles to it.
Instruments have also been de-doped which com-
bine the measurement of the drift together mith the
facilities for compnti~~ the course. Outstanding
examples are the Wimperis instruments, the Crocco
drift and ground-speed meter, the Bureau of Aero-
nauti~ Mark IV drift computer, and the Le Prieur
&ravigraphe. The latter instrument records the drift.
A drift recorder has been constructed at the Bureau
of Standards along lines suggested by the Bureau of
Aeronautics.
Drift measurements o-rer -water present dif3icikies
in the selection of an object to be sighted on. ~avi-
gators have nsuaIly been able to pick out some pecu-
liarity of the water surface or in the absence of such
markings have dropped smoke bombs or flares.
The tendency in long-distance fights has bem to
use simpIer methods of measuring the drift. Thus,
in the Army arouncl-the-vrorld ffight, the Mac31illan-
Byrd Arctic expedition of 1925 and in the Maitland-
Hegenberger flight to Hawaii, all outstan~~ exam-
ples of careful preparation, the drift meter consisted
of hms painted on the horizontal tail surface, which
radiated from a point in the navigator’s cockpit..
Sextamts.—l%e chief use of sextants is in flying over
unserviced airvra~ and oyer oceaw=. The air lines
which offer regular service between two terminals
along a detite airway rely on lights, the radio-
beacon, and other ground aids for position finding.
In contrast -with marine sextants, aircraft sextants
must be protided with artificial horizons. Modern
instruments in the United States use either the tube
or the circular bubble leveL Pendulum horizons
hare been discarded since they. are of necessity more I
complicated and delicate than bubble levds and offer
no corresponding advantages. The 50 form has
been instigated in the past but no instrument suit-
able for aircraft has yet been devised and Iittle
development work is in progress.
Three aircraft sextants are being manufactured in
the United States: (1) An instrument of the single
mirror type with a counter for indica~~ the altitude
instead of a graduated arc; (2) an adapted marine
sextant -witha ‘iIWlson telescope containing the bubble;
and (3) an instrunwd of radically new design known
as the Darad sextant. All three types are being
graduaIIy improved as a result of use in aircraft.
The weight is being reduced -where possible.
In order to obtain a satisfactory position line from
sextant observations in an airplane, the awmage of a
number of readings must be taken. These observa-
tions require considerable time because the images of
the heavenly body and bubble must be brought into
coincidence, a manipulation -which requires akilI and
patience -when on a moving airplane. The time re-
quired for observationa can be shortened by the use of
a recording instrument which permits a correction to
be made for lack of coincidence of sun and bubble.
An instrument of this kind has been constructed at
the Bureau of Standards for the Bureau of Aeronau-
tics of the Ii!avy, in -which the images of the sun and
bubble are both recorded photographically. The in-
strument has been further deveIoped and improved
thro~oh the eflorts of Pierce, who initiated the project.
This recording instrument can not be used for star
sights, as the star imtyys are not bright enough to re-
cord during very short exposures. It should, however,
be practicable to record the position of the bubble dur-
ing star sights, the expcmme in each instance being
made -whenthe star is on the cross wire. This method
-would presumably be Iess precise than recording both
images, o-wing to the uncertainty of the star being
exactiy on the crcs wire at the instant of exposure.
C%ononaetem.-A Imowledge of Greenwich time is
required in order to obtain a x 5X” with n sextant.
An error of four seconds in time is equivalent to an
error in position of one minute of arc or approxi-
mately 1 mile. In marine navigation it is customary
to use high-grade rated chronometers, but in aircraft
navigation it has been the practice to use a high-
~gcadewatch.
The uncertainty of sextant observations made from
airplanes is at best of the order of five minutes of
arc, -which is equivaknt to 20 seconds in time, but
the precision in time demanded on board ship is not
required for aircraft. Moreover, ship chronometers
do not perform well on aircraft, owing probably to
the variable temperature and consequent variation
in lubrication due to trees of oil nsuau~ e.mPIoYed.
..
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If radio communication is maintained during future
long-distance flights, the watch may be rated. at in-
tervals from time signals. Weeme has suggested that
Lhesecond lm.nd of the watch be made adjustable in
the same manner as the hour and minute hands. A
navigation watch is now available the second hand of
which may be stopped and started a.twill, permitting
synelronization with time signals.
Cotme and potn%ioncomputing devioe~.-These in-
cIude such apparatus as course and distance compu-
ters, astronomical computers, and map cases. Course
and distance computers are instruments which facili-
tate the determination of the proper course, allowing
for drift, and of the ground speed, These data, to-
gether with the the, are required for finding the
position by dead reckoning. The computers have been
developed in great variety based on the various meth-
ods of determining the drift, wind speed, and ground
speed. The nomenclature of these instruments needs
clarification.
A great deal of attention has been given to methods
for computing the astronomical triangle. The solu-
tion may be found by the aid of convenient tables,
by nomograms and diagrams or by mechanical devices
such as slide rules. (See Reference 11 for descrip-
tions.) The tables of Weems (Reference 19) and es-
pecially of Dreiscmstok (Reference 88) are arranged
very conveniently for obtaining the position from
astronomical observations. Tables, supplemented by
simple charts, are favored for aerial navigation,
AirZog,—At least two types of instruments are avail-
able commercially -which indicate distance based on
relative air speed. (Reference 1.) Both types have
a rotating surface element, The air distance so in-
dicated requires a knowledge of the drift angle and
wind speed in order to obtain the actual distance over
the ground. The instrument is useful in long-distance
flights whenever the dead reckoning method of posi-
tion tiding must be used, and for indicating the air
mileage of particular fights and the total air mileage
of the aircraft.
Cltick.-Clock mechanisms are used on aircraft (1)
to indicate the time of day, (2) to indicate elapsed
time in flight tests,and (3) to record time in recordem
such as barographs. The performance at low tempera-
tures has been very unsatisfactory. The trouble has
heretofore been attributed to the congealing of the oil
in the bearings and gear trains, but Cordero has shown
that the congealing of the Ofl-in the main spring box
was the chief source of the trouble. Substitution of a
graphite suspended in a low-freezing oil or kerosen~
for the oil commonly used in the main spring box re-
sulted in satisfactory operation of the cilocks experi-
mented with, even when the oil in the remainder of
the mechanism was left unchanged.
FORAERONAUTICS
4. PO1l’ER-PLANTINSTRUBIENTS
Instruments used in connection with the power
plant are as foIlovvs:
Tachometer, recording tachometer, thermometer,
oil-pressure gauge, fuel-pressure gauge, fuelquantit y
gage, fuel-flow meter, and superchmger pressure
gauge. These are considered in detail.
Tacho?neter8.-Although the tachometer was one
of the earliest instruments to be installed regularly
in airpkmes, its development-is still in progress. The
centrifugal and the chronometric types are driven
directly by the engine through a flexible drive ‘shrift,
and are commonly used in most single-engined air- -
planes where only a short drive shaft is required.
With a long drive shaft the operation..j5 not satis-
factory. Different instruments are therefore re-
quired in the two cases. The status of chronome[ric
and centrifugal instruments will be first considered.
Two chronometric tachometers are being manufac-
tured in this country. This type of instrument has
a fine performance as regards accuracy and effect of
tcinperature, but its endurance was until recently
comparatively low. Although conditions of use vary
from aircraft to aircraft and the individual instru-
ments also vary in their durabili~, the running lik
of commerckd iyd ruments has in the past not been
over 200 hours on the average, Instruments now sup-
plied to the Army Air Corps have a running life
of over 1,000 hours on a laboratory test stand. In
operation the pointer of the instrument dots not move
evenly, its indication varying only at the end of each
time interval of integration. This feature is objcctcd .
to by some pilots when try~o to maintain “a given
engine speed.
The centrifugal tachometer has a satisfactory per-
formance in most respects exeept that a change in cali-
bration slowly takes place with US%mainly owing to
wear at the point where the motion of the rotating
element is transferred to the multiplying mechanism.
The rate of change varies considerably from instru-
ment to instrument but on the average is of the order
of 2 per cent in 300 hours of running. The problem is
well understood, but the added requirements of small
size, 10VVweight, accuracy, and low cost have proved
troublesome. The instruments are now availaMe in
the 2~-inch-dial size as well as in the old W~-inch-
dial size. The centrifugal tachometer is widely used
in commercial aircraft.
ThO.ma~aetic-drag tachometer, such as is used for
automobile speedometers, has not been widely used in
aircraft, largely because of the difficulty in mainttiin-
ing permanency of magnets and accuracy of air gap.
Several manufacturers of automobile accessories offer
an instrument of this type for use in aircraft.
--
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In flight testing the engine speed is usually obtained
fmrn the tachometer insta~ed on the aircraft, and is
recorded by the pilot. It is essential that the scale
errors of the instrument should be determined before
the flight tests are made. With increasing re6ne-
ruents in flight testing, ~greateraccuracy is desirable
in ergi.ne-speed measurement. h o-rer-all accuracy
of about 5 or 10 re~olutions per minute in the measure-
ment of engine speed during flight appears to meet
present needs. This requires increasing the sensi-
tivity either by an increase in the dial diameter or in
the angular motion of the pointer. It is preferable to
keep the dial size the same as in the service instru-
ment .Wthat the special flight test instrument and the
.smvice instrument could be interchanged.
In multi-engined airplanes anti k certain single-
e~~ined airplanes in which the engine is mounted
back of the pilot, direct-drive instruments are not
satisfactory, owing to the long length of flexible drive
shaft or to the necessity of having a number of sharp
bends in it. It has consequently been the practice
to mount the direct-driven tachometer for an out-
board engine on a near-by strut, which forces the
pilot to look out of the cabin in order to obtain the
engine speed.
One instrument which has been de-reloped to meet
the need for a distant-indicating tachometer consists
of a commutator attached to and operated by the
engine, and an indicator on the instrument board.
The latter contains an electromagnet which is inter-
mittently energized by the current from a 12-volt
battery at a rate depending on the speed of the engine.
This magnet operates a pawl which in turn operates
a chronometric tachometer. The instrument is of the
vertical scale type and has been gi-ien thorough labo-
ratory tests by the mat6rie1division of the Air Corps.
Satisfactory operation at –20° C. is reported, -which
was the test point in the low temperature test under
the old specifications (prior to 1930). Current speci-
fications require satisfactory operation in the tem-
perature interval –35° to +45° C!. and also during
a time interval of 300 hours. Both requirements are
rery severe for any lubricant which may be selected.
A very pr&mising dewlopment in the field of
distant-indicating tachometers is the. direct-current
magneto type. One manufacturer has produced an
experimental model of a ma=meto which generates
3 volta at 1,000 revolutions per minute and -weighsonly
1 pound. The chief defect of the indicator is that the
pointer has a total motion of only 120°, which re-
quires a large diaI to give the se.nsititity required in
timcraft operation. (Reference 20.) Amother manu-
fact urer is now producing a tachometer of the inag-
neto type with an indicator having a dial 23j inches
in diameter and a po-mter motion of approxin~ately
2’70°. Both British and German manufacturers hare
had an instrument -withthis pointer movement cm the
market for some years. In the British instrument
the moving coil is attached to the pointer shaft, while
in the German instrument the reqtid an=dar mo-
tion ia secured by multiplyi~~ the motion of the mo~-
@r coiI by means of a sector and pinion.
The improvement of flexible dri-re shafts for tach-
ometers should reeeive attention. An improvement
in the quaIity of the drive shaft -would permit the
installation of a tachometer on the instrument board
in many instances in which it ia now impossible. An-
other consideration is the reduction of the pointer
vibration in direct-drive instruments, resulting from
excessi~e -whipping of the shaft.
Recording tac7tometer.-The Bureau of Standar&
has recenliy modified a Tan SicMen chronometric
tachometer to include a recorder. It maybe instaIled
on the instrument board in place of the standard 3~&-
inch round-dial instrument. From the front of the
board the appearance is the same as an indicating in-
strument. The recording attachment is built on the
rear, increasi.rg the dimension of the case in depth
only. The record is accessible from the rear of the
instrument without disturb~v the indicat@ mech-
anism. Flight tests showed satisfactory operation
and gare records which could be easily read to 10
rmolutions per minute.
A combined indicating and recording instrument
of foreign manufacture no-wsold in this country, gives
excellent performance, but the weight and bulk are
excessive for aircr?ft use. It weighs about 10~2
pounda and its over-aII dimensions are 4 by ~~ by
11Y2inches.
The electrical recorders now available are not suit-
able for use on aircraft. To obtain records from dis-
tant-indicating tachometers of the electrical type, it
will be necessary to develop a special recorder, -which
should be rugge~ compact, and light.
T&wwwmeteT8.-The thermometers used to measure
the temperature of the oil or water of the engine
are of two types, vapor-pressure and liquid-filled.
The Liquid-~ed instruments thus far produced in
this country for aircraft use seem to be subject, to
two defects. The fit is the error arising from a
variation in temperature of the indicator and line.
This can be compensated -within the nec=ary toler-
ances, which are large compared with those usually
specified in temperature measurements, but difficulty
arises in making this compensation without testi~~
and adjust~~ each individual instrument. The second
defect relates to the excessi~e drift, or change in read-
~g ~~ t~e, ~hfle. the temperature is held constant.
The overcoming of this error offers no fundamental _
W3icuIties. h advantage of the liquid-filled instru-
ment is that it has the same sensitivity throughout
its temperature r~oe.
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In the vapor-pressure thermometer the follmving
features are essential: ~1) The volume of the bulb
must exceed the volume of the remainder of the closed
system; (2) the volume of Iiquid must be so chosen
that the free surface of the liquid is always within
the bulb under all conditions of use. This type of
thermometer is subject to a change of indication with
altitude due to the action of the external pressure on
the Bourdon tube. This may be controlled, within
limits, by the proper selection of filling liquid, the one
with the higher vapor pressure at a given temperature
being preferable. The vapor pressure-temperature
curve of liquids is nonlinear, and the deflection of the
Bourdon tube per degree increases markedly as the
temperature rises. In the latest instruments an ef-
fort has been made to secure an evenly divided tem-
perature scale, the difficulty of which may be ap-
preciated when attention is called to the vapor pres-
sures of liquids commonly used.
Vapotpressurelrratnmwhaw
TamParatur$ “C. Prfgyd&ya
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Considerable trouble has been experienced by air-
craft operators by the breaking of the thermometer
tubing. More attention to the. installation of the
thermometer tiould prevent -much of the breakage,
which is due almost entirely to vibration of the tube
in such a manner as to impose excessive stressesat cer-
tain points, usunlly near the bulb or indicator. This
can be avoided by supporting the tube so as to prevent
vibration. (See Reference 21.)
Thermocouple thermometers are being used to
measure the temperature of the various parts of air-
cooled engines. If the temperature is measured in
fight the cold junction can not be easily maintained
at constant temperature, so that a method of compen-
satitmmust be used. One manufacturer has developed
a thermometer for aircraft use in which compensation
is provided by the change in the permeability of a se-
lected material in the maa~etic @rcuit of the indicator
(in which the cold junction is located). (See Refer-
ences 40 and 41.) The use of a bimetallic strip in the
indicator for compensation hss proven satisfactory in
other types of thermocouple thermometers and is an
alternative method.
~~ and fwi jrresswe gauge&-satisfactory service
is being obtained from the fuel-pressure gauge.
The oil-pre~ure gauge is also satisfactory eXCept
under low-temperature conditions. The oil pressure is
transmitted by means of the ]ubricntiug oil itseIf
through n copper tube to the indicator placed in the
cockpit. At low temperatures the oil congenls, mak-
ing the operation of the oil-pressure gauge uncertain.
In a recent French development the oil-pressure gauge
is a self-contained unit filled with n nonfreezing liquid.
The bulb fitting into tha engine contains a sylphon
through which the oil pressure is transmitted to the_
liquid in the gauge. A gauge similar in principle
but with certain additiond safety fcut.ur~ is umlcr
development in this country.
The precautions urged in the installation of ther-
mometers to prevent bremknge of the copper tubing
connecting the element to the indicator apply with
equal force to the oil and fuel pressure gauge lines.
Fuel-quwtity gage.—3fany designs of f uel-quan-
tity gages have been developed in an effort to meet
the requirements of maximum safety from fire haz-
ard, distant indication, simplicity of design, and low
cost. None of the instruments now available seems
to be generally accepted as meeting all of the above
requirements.
A common type in successful usc consists of u dif-
ferential pressure gauge, with an air-tight line lead-
ing from each side of the gauge to the fuel tunk. One
tube passes through the top of the trmk and ends ill
the fuel very near the bottom, -while the second is
connected to the “airspnce above the fuel. Air is forced
into the first line by means of a pump until the tube
is free from fuel. The pressure is then the hydro-
static bend of the fuel. Variations in density of the
fuel from that for which the instrument is cnlibrntwl
is an inherent error. When used in wing tnnks with n
maximum depth of about 6 inches the indicntor must
be very sensitive.
Another type of gage consists of a pressure indi-
cator connected by air lines to the bottom and top
of the tank. The line to the bottom of the tank
conneck with a nonmetallic capsule, which is air-
tight but contains air at normal pressure. The gaso-
line surrounds this capsule. If this capsule is with-
cmt appreciable stiffness and the volume of the sys-
tem is correctly proportioned, it transmits to the
indicator the pressure produced by the head of the
fuel and at the same time allows the air in the closed
~ystemto expand or contract with temperature with-
mt causing any change of pressure in the S@PnL
This instrument is still in the experimental stnge and
itepends for its success upon finding a suitable mate-
rial for the capsule. Cellophane meets requirements
:xcept for the effect of water upon it.
An electric type of gage now used on some auto-
mobiles appears to have possibilities in aircrnft.
I’his instrument consists of a resistance unit operated
Oya float located at the fuel tank, and rm ohmmeter
-.
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on the instrument board as the indicator. Tests show
that the indication of the instrument is substantially
independent of temperature and of the -rohqge vvith-
in reasonable limits. Although severe laboratory
tests indicate the absence of fire hazard, an electrical
circuit in a gasoline tank is not impresi~e fiorn the
standpoint of safety. It is understood that iu the
commercial airplanes in. which the instrument is now
instaUed~the current is switched off except -when a
reading is desired.
In some airplanes the indicator can be heated at
the fuel tank. In such cases a float mechanically
connected to an indicator can be used, although this
necessitates leaving a small opening from the fuel
tank to the indicator, which may require mak& the
case of the indicator liquid-tight. One manufacturer
has eliminated the mechanical connection between the
float and the indicator, transferring the position of
the float to the indicator by means of ma=gnets.
One electrical manufacturer has recentIy announced
the development of a distant-indicating fuel quantity
gage. The pressure head of the liquid acts primarily
on a carbon pile through an intervening diaphragm.
The carbon pile is comected in series tith a solenoid,
which carries about 95 per cent of the load applied
through the diaphra=gn. The mriation of the cur-
rent in the circuit serves to measure the changes in
pressure and thus the quantity of fuel. The arrange-
ment minimizes the efiect of zero shifts in the carbon
pile. (See References 38 and 41.)
Attention should be caIled to the two foreign types
of quantity ==gw- which according to Stewart, have
met with favor. (See Reference 2-2.) Both are of
the float type. In the” Televel” instrument the posi-
tion of the float is adjustable from the instrument
board until it strks the liquid, whereupon the buoyant
force causes a pawl to engage a rack, preventing fur-
ther motion. In the” Spirobloc” instrument the float
is rotated until it engages a spiral stop. The indi-
cation in each case is governed by the position at
which the mechanical stop is encountered. The power
which is needed to operate the indicator by means
of a mechanical coupIing is furnished by the observer,
thus eliminating friction effects.
Fuel-flow mefer.—The fueI-flow meters now avail-
able in this country are based on the use of a Venturi
tube in the fuel line. The differential preaaure is
measured by an indicator rery similar in desibguto that
of air-speed indicatoti-. Two gasobe lines from the
Venturi tube to the indicator on the instrument board
are required, one of which connects with the pressure
capsule and the other with the case of the instrument.
The case must therefore be made leak-tight against a
maximum pressure of about 5 pounds per square inch.
To eliminate the hazafd of having the case filIed with
gasoline, itmay be possible to modify the desibm of
the indicator so that two pressure ekments are used,
the differential motion of which controls the indica-
tion. The chief dif6cuIty involved in the change
would be the development of pressure ekrnents which
-would gi~e sufficient deflection for the small differen-
tial pressures and yet vvithstand the comparatively
large pressure of 5 pounds per square inch.
This type of instrument is subject to a density error.
If the indication is in gaIlons per hour, it is propor-
tional to the reciprocal of the square root of the den-
sity; if in pounds per hour to the square root of the
density.
The fuel consumption during a flight test is at pres-
ent determined by vieighing the fuel in the tanks be-
fore and after a flight, from which the rate of fuel
consumption is calcrdated. A reliable flow meter
would be preferable. The Venturi type of flow meter
now manufactured in this country has not been tested
.suflicientlyto determine its value in flight testing. In
any event it is probabIe that a calibration -would be
necessary at the time fight tests are made, which would
require some special equipment.
&Q alternative method depends upon the use of the
Bowser fuel-consumed mete~ an instrument -which
has recently become available. In this instrument all
of the fueI passes through one or more of its five
cyIinders. The dieplacement of the pistons of these
cyhnders operates a vrobble plate which in turn oper-
ates a commutator shaft. The commutator> -which is
immersed in oiI to reduce fire hazard, contrcds the
action of an electroma=met in the indicator, vvhich
through a pavil operates a train of gears ending with a
pointer shaft. In order to measure rate of flow? the
measurement of time is necessary. The instrument
is bulky and heavy, weighing 12.75 pounds complete
-without the battery.
The sink-and-tube flow meter has recently been
perfected by the R. A. E. *(References 22 and 39) and
is reported to be giving a satisfaetor~ performance.
The sink operates vertically up and down in a tapered
brass tube. The fuel before reaching the carburetor
flows into the lower end of the tube and through the
annular or&e formed between the sink and tube. The
sink rises in the tapered tube untiI equilibrium is
reached, and its position, as seen through a slot in the
brass tube, indicates the flow. To minimize the effect
of variation of the fuel density, the density of the sink
is twice the a~erage -ralue of that of the fueI.
Supercharger jwe8eure gmcge.-ll is necessary to
measure the presmre of the air in the carburetor when
a supercharger is used. Instruments -which measure
absolute pressure are used for this purpose and are
graduated to indicate standard altitude -with a range
from –4,000 to +20,000 feet. The accuracy required
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is relatively low. An aneroid altimeter can be used
for this measurement by making the case tight and
providing a connection to the carburetor.
5. OXYGEN INSTRUMENTS
Oxygen instruments are used to supply oxygen to
personnel when flying at altitudes above 15,000 to
20,000 feet. Oxygen is now supplied either as a
liquid (at atmospheric pressure), or as a gas at a
pressure of about 1,800 pounds per square inch.
When supplied as a gas, a reduction valve, either
manually operated or automatic, must be used, When
supplied as a liquid, control of the rate of evaporation
is needed so that an adequate amount is always avail-
able.
Nipple and mas7c.-There has been considerable
discussion regarding the relative merits cd a nipple
and a mask for taking oxygen at high altitudes. The
Bureau of Aeronautics uses a nipple (with a face
mask) for compressed oxygen. The Air Corps when
using liquid oxygen prefers a mask which completely
incloses the pilot’s head. Le% “oxygen is wasted with
the nipple, but the mask is more comfortable during
long flights at high alti~udes. The incoming oxygen
is moistened somewhat by the water vapor present in
the mask, which alleviates to some extent the exc~ive
drying of the mouth and throat and makes it possible
for a pilot to breathe partly through his rime.
Compressed oxygen.—The last traces of moisture
must be removed from compressed oxygen for use in
altitude fights. The expansion of the gas through
the needle valve of the regulator is accompanied by
a marked drop in temperature. If water vapor is
present, it may condense and freeze in the narrow
pnssages through the regulator. The importance of
dryi~~ compressed oxygen thoroughly can not be too
strongly emphasized.
The military services rqquire an automatic pres-
sure regulator for use with compressed oxygen. The
rate of flow is difficult to. specify, because (1) some
men require more oxygen than others, (.!2) either a
# nipple or mask may be used, and (3) there is always
some leakage past th~ mask. A number of the instru-
ments have been modMed so as to include a manual
adjustment, by means of which any one of three rates
of flow may be obtained. The type of regulator now
commordy used was designed by Prouty in 1918 and
has beeen improved in desi=gnin recent years.
In experimental flights a nmnwdly operated pres-
sure regulator is often used. This type requires
adjustment in ffight, because the flow required de-
pends on the altitude and flow delivered at a given
setting depends upon the temperature of the rebwlator.
The pilot has greater control over his supply, but the
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need for dry oxygen is just as great as with the
automatic type of instrument.
Liquid oxygen.-The use of liquid oxygen saves
weight, The ratio of weight of oxygen t.uweight of
container is many times greater for liquid oxygen
than for compressed oxygen. The Army Air Corps
has developed to a high degree the technique of using
liquid oxygen. Containers for storing the liquid on
the ground have been greatly improvecI. Containers
holding 60 pounds of liquid oxygen lose osygen at
the rate of only 2% to 3 pounds in 24 hours, ancl con-
sequently oxygen may be kept for a -weekwithout the
loss being excassive. It is now possible to procure
larger containers holding approximately 125 and 250
pounds, respectively, of liquid oxygen with an evapora-
tion loss or notmmre than 3 pounds in 24 hours,
The container used to carry liquid oxygen on nir-
craft has a vacuum-walled jacket. The tube which
carries the liquid to the vaporizer extends nearly tu
the bottom of the flask, which pre-rents water (in the
form of ice floating on top of the liquid oxygen) f rum
entering the tube. The small amount of heat which
reaches the oxygen through the double-walled con-
tairier vaporizw some of the oxygen and clevclops u
pressurein the closed container. The differential pres-
sure increases with the altitude of the airplane and
reaches 15 pounds per square inch in the neighborhood
of 35,000 feet. A safety valve prevents higher pres-
surm. To avoid freezing the faces of the users, the
oxygen after vaporization is passed through an elec-
tric heater or through a coil wound around one of the
exhaust pipes of the engine.
With two or more men in the aircraft it is beliewxl
to be the best practice to carry two liquid oxygen con-
tainers, with the two vaporizers feeding into the stime
supply line. The advantage of this systemis that fail-
ure of either one of the oxygen supply units will not
cause a complete stoppage of oxygen.
6. INSTRUMENTSFOR AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
3Sa~ecial performance is demanded from aircraft
instruments in aerial photography excep~ in the mww-
urement of altitude and in maintaining the directiol]
of flight. There are a number of problems associated
with the proper functioning of the.camera but a con-
sideration of these is out of place here.
-.
AWtu-de.—Within comparati~ely wide limits the
absolute value of the altitude is at present a f less
importance in aerial photography than chnngcs in
altitude during a given fight. The technique requires
that the flight be made at a constant altitude above
sea level. The current practice is to fly at a constant
pre~re level. The only inherent error in the lattw
method, assuming perfect instr~wnents,is the change
—
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in altitude introduced by the change in barometric
pressure and air temperature with time. This error
cm be reduced to reasonable tolerances with the aid
of a barograph at the landing field.
There are three indruments which may be used
as aids in flying at a constant pressure: (a) Stato-
scope; (b) rate-of -cIimb indicator; (3) sensitive alti-
meter. Recent work indicates that the sensiti~e alti-
meter is the moat promising of these three types.
The aneroid statoscope is an instrument containing
a sensitive pr-ure element which is open to the air
until the flying le-iel is reached. The connection to
the outer air is then closed, after which the instru-
ment indicates small deviations in the differential
~J~e between the outer air and the air inside the
pressure element. One objection to the use of the
statoscope is that changes in the temperature of the
air in the presssre element give rise to pressure changes
which are equivalent to 0.35 per cent of the pressure
per degree of centigrade. For example, when flying
at 15@0 feet, a change of 1° C. in the temperature
of the statoscope viill gi~e rise to an indicated change
of 90 feet in altitude. Compensation for this error
is particularly difficult. Aside from introducing
compensation into the mechanism of the aneroid in-
strument, two alternatives hare been suggwted: (1)
Insulating the instrument against temperature
changesl or (2) brinatig it in equilibrium with the
temperature of the f ree air. Neither of these methods
is entirely practical.
The bubble statoscope has a thermally-insulatd
chamber connected to the outer atmosphere through
a shallow U tube. The tube contains a short column of
liquid -which breaks when the pressure difference es-
ceeds about 1 miUimeter of mercury. The instru-
ment is subject to the same temperature error as the
aneroid instrument. See the section on Altitude In-
struments for a discussion of the value of the rate-
of-climb indicator for indicating level flight.
The w-due of a sensitive altimeter for flying level
has long been realized, but untiI recently the instru-
ment makers have had difEculty in producing satisfac-
tory instruments. The present state of development is
discussed in the section on Altitude Instruments.
Dimcfion.-In aeriaI photographic mapping it is
necessary to fly straight paraIlel courses for relatively
short distances?-which in general requires closer navi-
gation than is possible with a compass and turn indi-
cator. A visual indicator is needed for this purpose
in order to correct for the drift. The Topographical
Survey of Canada has developed a navigating sight
by means of which straight parallel courses may be
flown. The specifications for the sighta vary vrith the
particular method of mapping used.
s?K.?oO-32-E
7. FOG-FLYINGIXSTRU311KNTS
When flying through fog or under conditions such
that the ground is not visible, it is necessary to depend
upon instruments (a) to maintain the normal flying
attitude, (5) to maintain the course to the destination,
(c) to locate the landing field, and (d) to make a land-
ing. AIthough improvements are desirable, the instru-
ments essential for (a), (3), and (c) are no-w avail-
able and have been successfully used by many pilots.
The major problem at present unsolved is that asso-
ciated mith landing in fog.
(a) In maintaining the normal flying attitude in
both straight fight and turns during low visibility
the turn-and-bad indicator and the rate-of-climb in-
dicator are no-ivprimarily relied upon. The combina-
tion is lmown as a flight indicator. The use of a sen-.
aiti~e altimeter to replace the rate-of-climb indicator
is a possibility. All of these instruments have aheady
been discussed. The addition of an artificial horizon,
preferably with complete indication from a single in-
strument, has been found d&rable. Gyroscopic arti-
ficial horizons, IargeIy in the exp~rimentd stage, are
available. For descriptions, see the section on Gyro-
scopic Instrument
Ground obstacles are now avoided by flying at a
safe indicated altitude. While flying on the air-ways
or on a lmown course, an aneroid altimeter can be USed
to indicate a safe altitude, but when the position of
the aircraft can not be determined an absolute altim-
eter would contribute to greater safety. It -would
gi-ie information on both the altitude of the aircraft
and the character of the land below comparable with
that deri-red from a sounding apparatus in marine
navigation. It would not pre~ent d] accidents arising
from abrupt changes in the height of the terrain. The
status of the de-relopment has been d~ussed under
Altitude Instruments
@) The compass and turn indicator are not
sufilcient to determine the course dnring poor visibility
o-wing to the drift of the aircraft. ATO-wayof measur-
ing the drift in poor visibility is known at present.
The directive radiobeacon eliminates the need for
drift measurement and by its aid a straight ~urse
may be flown to the beacon. All of these instruments
are discussed in the section on X’avigation Instruments.
(c) The location of the landing field may be ac-
complished by adaptations of the radiobeacons, or by
induction effects of wires on or near the ground carry-
ing alternating current. One of the simplest methods
is furnished by the directive radiobeacon which girea
a marked decrease in signal strength when the air-
craft, equipped with a -rertical rod antenna, is above
the radiobeacon transmitter. The decreased signal .
strength locates the beacon with a horizontal radius
of about 100 feet.
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(d) The problem of landing during poor visibility
is complicated but progress is being made toward its
solution, relying largely on radio. The experimental
work is directed toward the development of methods
for indicating the direction of fiightin which a land-
fi~g should be made, taking into account the wind di-
rection and available runways, and for inficatkg con-
tinuously a proper flight path to be follo~ed as the
airplane approaches a landing. A low power direc-
tive radio beacon serves to indicate the runway to be
nsed in making the Ianding. Marker beacons can be
used to indicate the position of the aircraft along this
path. The principle of these two instruments is dis-
cussed under ~avcigation Instruments. A directed ra-
dio beam is now under development by the Bureau of
Standards for the Aeronautics Branch of the.Depart-
ment of Commerce, for use in marting out a flight
path of suitably ~arying height for the airplane to
follow in landing. A very simple receiving arrange-
ment -with a visual indicator is used on the airplane.
When the airplane is maneuvered so as to keep the
deflection of this indicator always at a fixed point, a
gliding path is followed do~ to the ground.
Other instruments which may be of use in landing
require further development. The sensitive aneroicl
type altimeters, absolute altimeters and artificial
horizons have been discussed. ArI important point
brought out in the fog fly~~ experiments of the Gug-
genheim Fund (Reference 34) is the need of an in-
strument which will indicate the angle of turn with
1= lag than the present magnetic compass and turn-
indicator combination. This has resulted in the de-
velopment of the angle-of-turn meter described in the
section on Gyroscopic Instruments under Navigation
Instruments.
In conclusion, aircraft and instruments are now
wmiIable which enable tlight to be maintained over a
desired course to the destination during poor visi-
bility. Instruments for landing during fog are still
in the experimental stage.
6. GENERALPROBLEMS
There are a number of projects associated with
instruments, looking to their improvement or to their
more effective operation, which require consideration.
Some of these can be studied advantageously in the
laboratmy; others require a combination of labora.
tory and flight tests. A number are listed:
(A) E1astic defects of diaphragm and spring
materials.
(B) Effect of. temperature on elastic moduli.
(C) Vibration. ~
(D) Lubrication.
(E) Damping liquids.
(F) Friction of pivots and bearings.
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(G) Artificial horizons.
(H) Pressure in aircrafh cabius.
(K) Instrument-board arrangements.
(hi) Technical information circulars.
(~) EZaLWwdefect8 of diaph.rag?nand 8priw ma-
!er&zZs.-The so-called ehstic defects -when applied
to instrument performance are known by various
names and often include other instrumental defects
mch as friction and backlash. In the design of in-
struments which involve the use of an elastic system
it is essential to know the relative magnitude of the
dastic defects of various metals and alloys, espccinlly
in relation to such factors as the stress and time. lle
defects which affect instrument performance may bc
classified roughly as drift, hereditary hysteresis, and
:yclic hysteresis. The Bureau of Standards has bcwl
giving attention to these elastic phenomena with par-
ticular reference to instrument ncwds. (See Refer-
ences24, 25, 26, and 30.) A brief statement ~~~arcling
the status of this work follows:
Dtift or creep, as it is often called, is the incrcmsein
the deflection of an elastic body with time when kept
under a const.a’ntload, I?rom the aircraft instrument
viewpoint, drift is most serious in altimeters, because
as a consequence of drift the instrument fails to retmm
to zero. The departure is roughly the same as thv
drift and should be small to make the instrument
serviceable for landing purposes. Datn on the value
of drift for various spring and diaphra=m materials
and its relation to such factms as stress and time arc
incomplete. The efforts of individual manufacturers
have been directed toward using the best of the nm-
terials now available and they have in large mwisure
restricted their tests to securing enough information
to meet a gjven problem. In prncticnlly no instance
have their findings been published. Experimental
work should be continued in order to determine more
completdy the drift phenomena of metals and alloys
which might prove useful in the elastic systems of
instrwnents. The chief need is for dependable ex-
perimental data. As an illustmticm, elinvur might
prove useful as a diaphra-m metal owing tu its low
temperature coefficient of elasticity if experiment
showed that the drift and other elastic defects were
within permissible limits.
~ereditary ?zy8iere8&-Th.k term (Reference 25)
is applied to the hysteresis occurring in a load cyc~e~
owing to the drift of the &stic body. It is therefore
dependent upon the time taken in mnking the Ioad
cycle. It is obvious that the values of hereditary
hysteresis are dependent upon the vnlues of the drift.
i%atical hy8tere8&—This is the hysteresis in a
given load cycle which is independent of- the time. It
is measured when the material uncler test is in R
‘“ cyclic” strite, which is secured by first subjecting
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it to a number of load cycles. This type of hysteresis
has received considerable study in both Europe and
this country, but largeIy from the viewpoint of its
relation to endurance, which is not ordinarily a factor
of importance in instrument work. It is stiII neces-
sary to dewlop a satisfactory method for determining
the hysteresis moduh. This constant for metak
and alloys would be USssfulin the sekction of metals
for elastic systems for instruments.
The small value to which the elastic hysteresis can
be reduced in instruments is surprising. Again tak-
ing the altimeter as an example, the tolerance a fevv
years ago for the ratio of the maximum hysteresis in
a cycle to the altitude range was one per cent. In-
struments havirg a hysteresis of 0.5 per cent were
considered exceptionally good. At the present time
a number of manufacturers ha~e produced instru-
ments which have a maximum hysteresis ratio of 0.1
per cent. This is all the more remarkable when it is
noted that the conditions of test are such that the
instrument is not in the cyclic state, .Wthat the meas-
urements include the sum of the hereditary and stat-
ical hyster=is. Putting the instrument in a cyclic
state would further reduce this value.
(B) Efect of temperature on Aw%o mwduZi.-The
cha~oe in scale value due to temperature changes is
troubksome in aircraft instruments, owing to the
ra~ce in temperatures encountered in flight. The
effect is complicated by the diaphragm desi=~ in some
instances, but the larger part is due to the change in
the elastic modulus. lletaLIur@sts ha~e made many
determinations at temperatures ranging from +20° C.
to 800” C. For aircraft instrument purposes data are
required in the temperature interval roughly from
+ 50° to – 50° C. The subject is novv under investiga-
tion at the Bureau of Standards in cooperation with
the ?Sational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
Data are &ii obtained on the temperature coeffi-
cient of both moduli, for diaphra=- and spring
materiaIa.
(C) Ti&u50n-IZxceasi-re vibration of the instru-
ment board impcma additional streses on aircraft
instruments and their connections, interferes with
their satisfactory performance, and shortens their life,
The vibration of the board appears to be much more
severe in some types of airplanes than in others, de-
pending on the mounting of the board and o-nthe lack
of balance of engine and pro~eller. While it is not
possible to eliminate all tibratlon, it would appear to
be sound engineering practice from the standpoint of
instrument design, to restrict the vibration to Iimits
which experience has shown can be realized in the
better types of installation. Ability to withstand
vibration below the specified limits couId then be
made a requisite of instrument performance? -while
the failure of instruments in installations showing
vibration in excess of the prescribed limits would be
properly chargeable to the installation and not to the
instrum~ts.
The study of the effect of vibration on aircraft in-
strumentshas been undertaken by the Bureau of Stand-
ards in cooperation with the Bureau of Aeronautics.
A vibration rack has been constructed which permits
the independent control of frequency and amplitude.
This apparatus is now bhg used to study aircraft in-
struments which are submitted for type tests by the
Bureau of Aeronautics. The instruments are subjected
to tibration for three hours, fo~owed usually by a scale
error test. The data will be used to determine the
effect of vibration frequency and amplitude cm the
performance of various types of aircraft instruments.
Consideration should be given also to life tests of in- -
struments on the vibration rack.
Apparatus is also being developed for the measure-
ment of the frequency and amplitude of the vibration
of instrument boarda during flight.
(D) Lu.brica&m.-Laboratory tests are now made
on aircraft instruments at three temperatures, —35°
C., +m” C., and + 45° C. The lubrication must be
satisfactory throughout this temperature range in or-
der to meet specifications. Special precautions aqe
necessary for lomer temperatures. The instruments
which require lubrication are tachometers, turn indi-
cators, gyro-pitch indicato~ induction compa.=es?
clocks, and watches. At the present time mineral oil
with a pour point of —40” C. is being used by instru-
ment manufacturers. It is open to question, however,
whether. this oil is adequate for instruments like the
tachometer, without making provision for oiling while
in service. A grease or its equivalent which -wiUfunc-
tion at low- temperatures -would also be useful. A
deflocculated graphite suspended in an oil with a-pour
paint of –40° C. is now on the market and may fill
this need in some cases.
A vegetable or animal oil is the usual lubricant for
clocks and -watches. The stopping of clocks by the
congeali~~ of the oil on the mainspring has already
been mentioned. The substitution of a graphite sus-
pended in a lo-w-freezing oil .wve satisfactory opera-
tion at – 30° C. with the usual oil in the bearings.
(E) h?nping @u&i8 .—Dampimg liquids are used
in ma=gueticcompasses, banking indicators, artificial
horizons, and certain research instruments. Liquids
or mixtures of Iiquids, with various viscosities are
needed which freeze at temperatures below –35a C.
These Iiquids should be stable and colorles, and the
rate of change of viscosity -with temperature should
be small.
Experimental results for a number of liquids are
given in Reference 12. Further work is being carried
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on at temperatures below – 20° C. A striw COn-
ksion from the data now in hand ,is that a small
rate of cha~~e of viscosity with temperature is asso-
ciated with a smaH absolute value of the viscosity.
An eflort is being made to tlnd liquids or mixtures
which are exceptions to this rule.
(F) ~rb%u?s of pivots and bea?vh#8.-1nvestiga-
tions of the friction of pivots and bearings have been
curried out a&the Langley Memorial Aeronautical
Laboratory (Reference 27) and at the Bureau of
Standards, the latter being covered in a report to
the Army Air Corps, dated March 3, 1926. The Na-
tional Physical Laboratory of England is studying
the friction of jewel bearings. The progress and
scope of this work is described in recent annual l’e-
ports of this laboratory.
Further work on the friction of pi-rots and bearings
is warranted in view of the lack of quantitative infor-
mation regarding the performance which may be
expected from various typw of bearings. If the en-
gineering information which manufacturers of small
ball bearings have secured were available, it would be
of value not only to the aircraft instrument manufac-
turer but to the entire instrument industry.
(G) Arti$ti hoa.—ktificial horizons are
used in sextants, bomb sights and in blind flying.
These instruments are of two types, the bubble level
and the gyroscopic pendulum. Such studies as have
been made of the bubble level show that a liquid of low
viscosity rmd small rate of change of viscosity with
temperature is desirable, and that the time lag is
diminished by increasing the size of the bubble. The
bubble can not be increased in size indefnitely because
it breaks up under vibration. In recent years levels
with an adjustable bubble have received considerable
attention. The problem is largely mechanical in
nature and is made difficult by the necessity of keep-
ing the parts very small. The reduction in the ap-
parent inertia of the bubble in the le-iel is very de-
sirable and would greatly facilitate the use of sextants
in aircraft.
The gyroscopic type of artificial horizon has been
built into a few aircraft sextants, mostly of French
design. It is understood that an expeltimental model
of a sextant with a gyro horizon is under construction
in this ctmntry. Developments up to th~ present time
have not been as satisfactory for sextants as the
simpler bubble level.
(H) Prewwe in. cn%nzft ca3ina-It is no-iv well
recognized that the pressure within a cabin of an
airplane may vary measurably from the pressure of
the free air. This affeets instruments such as alti-
meters, barographs, m-idcIimb indicators, the indica-
tion of which depends upon the true static pressure.
At the present time air-speed indicators are connected
to a static head. Sensitive landing altimeters, baro-
graphs and climb indicators should be simiLarIycon-
nected. An alternative procedure for altimeters and
barographs would be to measure the differential pres-
sure between the cabin and the free air for various
types of airplanes, to determine the error through the
flying speed range.
(K) Iwtrwnumt board arran@ment8.-Considera-
ble attention has been given to finding an arrangement
of instruments which would be most convenient anil
least tiring to the pilot. Arrangements have bCCIl
suggested in which certain instruments arc grouped
together. ln one proposed arrangement the pointirs
of seIected instruments point to a common center in
horizontal flight at cruising speed and at the CUS- -”
tommy altitude. An arrangement which is being used
by a number of transport companies provides a group
of six instruments in two rows of three each} tho upper
row from left to right comprising the airspeed incli-
cator, turn and bank indicator, and climb indicator;
the lower row, the tachometer, compaw+ and alti-
meter. In its most acceptable form, the air speed
indicator and tachometer dials are graduated specially
so that at the normal cruising speeds the hands point
horizontally to the right; while the altimeter is so
constructed that the hand may be set to point hori-
zontally to the left for any desired altitude.
A further point in connection with the instrument
board. is the nature of the illumination. The indirect
electric lighting of the dials and poin&s of instru-
ments is meeting with favor. In tho intirest of
safety it does not appear wise at p~esent to do away
entirely with the use of radium paint on the dials
and pointers of instruments.
(N) Techn&xzZinformdwn circuZmw.-In 1920 the
aeronautic instruments section of the Bureau of
Standards prepared for the ?fational Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics eight reports covering the
field of aircraft instruments, which were published
in 1921 as Technical Reports Nos. 125 to 132, in-
clusive. It is desirable that they should be supple-
mented by reports giving the present state of tho art,
and the preparation of new reports on air-speed
measurement, altitude measurement, and engine in-
struments has accordingly been undertaken. An rid-
&tional report on flight-test instruments would also bc
advisabIe in view of the great development of com-
mercial aircraft.
9. SUMMARY OF PROBLEMS
The problems outlined in this report are given
below by title.
(a) Investigation of proper installation of Pitot
static tubes.
(b) Solution of the installation and operation
problems of compasses, particularly as regards vi-
bration and changing magnetism of aircraft.
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(c) Investigation of the proper sensitivity of turn
indicators for various types of aircraft.
(cl) Further development of po-ble methods of
locating the landing field and of lane@ during fog.
(e) Preventing failure of tubing of pressure
gauges and thermometers.
(t) Dev~opmmt of a combined true and relative
air-speed meter.
(g) Fwtier development of gyroscopic instru-
ments for providing an artficial horizon.
(h) Development work on recording tachometers.
(i) Development of more satisfactory fuel quan-
tity gauge.
m$~~hDevelOpment ~d improvement of fuel flow..
(k) ‘Development of absolute aItimeter.
(1) Improvement of the induction compass
(m) Improvement in the design of drift indicators.
(n) Improvement of the design of eIectric trans-
mission type of distant-indicating tachometers.
(0) Improvement of oiI pressure gauge with
respect to low-tem~rature operation.
(p) improvement of oxygen supply inatrum~t.a.
(q) Improv~ment of thermometers for ~eawe-
ment of free am temperature.
(~) *ement of methods of measuring ground
speed.
(s) Improvement in the method of measuring rate
of climb.
(t) Improvement of technique and instruments as-
mciated with astronomical methods of position finding.
(u) Development of distant indicator of relative
humidi~.
(w) Research work relating to the selection of suit-
able damping liquids for bank indicators. Part of
the general problem.
General problems are summarized by title in the
opening para=maph of the section on General
Problems.
Respectfully submitted.
SUBCOM~ oh-ImnmMEms,
L. J. BRIMS,Chabm.an.
lVASEUNaTON,D. C., 0ctoi5cr 9,1930.
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